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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. The UFO enigma has been part of our culture since the 1940s and is building to a
worldwide explosion of acceptance today. Now, as governments around the world open their files
and records on internal UFO investigations, the US remains steadfast in its denial of interest in the
UFO issue. As more of the world s population accepts the possibility of an extraterrestrial presence,
the demand is building for disclosure from the United States. Using newly declassified and Freedom
of Information Act documents, eyewitness accounts, interviews, and leaked documents being
authenticated, The Presidents and UFOs details the secret history of UFOs and the corresponding
presidential administrations. Starting in 1941 with the Roosevelt administration, author Larry
Holcombe examines the startling discoveries facing a president preoccupied by WWII, the explosion
of UFO sightings during the Truman years, first contact during the Eisenhower administration, and
the possibility of a UFO connection to the Kennedy assassination. In 1975, the Nixon administration
came very close to admitting that UFOs exist by funding a documentary by Robert Emenegger.
Almost 40 years later, this book will examine Emenegger s findings. For the first...
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This book is indeed gripping and fascinating. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am very easily will get a delight of reading a created pdf.
-- Alber tha  Ca r twr ig ht-- Alber tha  Ca r twr ig ht

This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to charge too much. You will not sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for
regarding when you check with me).
-- Retha  Fr a m i V-- Retha  Fr a m i V
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